Energy Efficiency & Conservation

Zero Cost Program ™
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Through the Zero Cost Program™,
commercial, industrial and municipal end-
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“While analysis varies, most experts agree, U.S. businesses waste several hundred
billion dollars per year in utility expenses due to inefficiencies; Essentially, Zenergy is
recouping these dollars at zero out of pocket cost to our clients”
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Analysis

Implementation

Guaranteed Results

Our team of experts combs
through your current Energy,
Water and Natural Gas
consumption to find efficiency
improvement and savings
opportunities.

Professional installers, under the
direction of our Operations Team,
Installs an array of Zenergy
Solutions tailored to your business’
needs.

Your facilities are upgraded and you
enjoy significant reduction in Energy,
Water and Natural Gas consumption.

“No upfront cost, no large capital expenses to worry about.”

What our customers say about us

In our experience, going green comes at a cost premium. The Zero Cost
Program™ is changing the game for us. We can now be more environmentally
responsible while at the same time add dollars to our bottom line"
Ron Catlett / Senior Vice President of La Fiesta

When I learned about Zenergy’s unique sustainability offering, I immediately
knew it was something I wanted to implement in our hotel. We believe in
optimizing all of our facilities with the latest in efficient technologies and have
wanted to undertake such a project for some time now. However, the costs
for such large-scale sustainability projects are often exorbitant but thanks to
Zenergy’s Zero Cost Program™, it is now feasible for businesses like ours.”
Roger Thiltgen / Proprietor Tanglewood Resorts

Frequently Asked Questions
How do I know if The Zero Cost Program™ is right
for our business?
If you spend between $100,000 and $100MM a year on
utility expenses, then you’re a good candidate for the
program. Moreover, Zenergy offers a free no-obligation,
analysis that determines if your business is a good fit.
What about cities or school districts?
Yes, the program is for commercial, industrial and
municipal end-users of electricity, natural gas and
water.
Zero Cost – Sounds too good to be true?
The reality is that your business is already throwing
these dollars away each year; Zenergy simply recoups
them in a smart and environmentally friendly manner –
at zero upfront cost to you. Through conservation and
efficiency, we are simply redirecting those dollars to the
Zero Cost Program and to YOUR bottom line.

Is this a lease agreement or equipment financing?
Zenergy does offer traditional financing; however, the
Zero Cost Program is a Managed Energy Services
Agreement.
What type of conservation technologies does
Zenergy offer?
The Zero Cost Program™ encompasses a wide variety
of conservation, smart controls, IoT and efficiencybased technologies designed to reduce and improve the
consumption of electricity, natural gas and water.
This sounds like a “performance based”
agreement; how is Zenergy different?
Zenergy’s Managed Energy Services Agreement is
performance based, however unlike most single-source
suppliers who are simply trying to peddle a light-bulb or
widget, Zenergy actually guarantees the reduction in
usage for electricity, natural-gas and/or water; creating
an immediate positive impact to YOUR bottom line.

